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Coeds Find Cure--Tennis

Along with the warm weather comes the itch to be active and five NED coeds have found the cure, tennis. The men is finally able to get out on the courts after working out in the old gym during the colder months.

Two matches have been scheduled to date, according to Mrs. Wilkes, the caret of the team. One is a conference match at Conners Jr. College and the other is the Oklahoma Jr. College Tournament at Seminole April 27. No date has been set for the Conners match.

The members of the team are Lee Ann Britie, Seneca, Caroline Fairner, Miami; Kay Wood, Tulsa; Karen Baker, Green; Stephanie Shaw, Sand Springs. Mrs. Wilkes says they would welcome any boys that would be interested in getting a boy squad together.

Westark Sweeps Two In Conference Baseball Play; Tie Norse For First

Suffering the first losses in conference play, the Golden Norse baseballers were swept in both ends of a doubleheader, 24 and 31 by the Westark Limes, April 11. The Norse are 52 in conference play and 116 overall.

The Norse were held to only one hit in the opener, a second inning single by Scott Beekender. Kevin Kiser was on the mound, but suffered the loss. He gave up 8 hits, but the damage was done in the first inning as two runs were scored on back to back hits.

Pugh went all the way in recording the win for Westark in the rightstop. NED starter Del Edwards, Grinnell and Hall, Pugh and Ward, W. Pugh, L. Grinnell.

THE SCOREBOARD

NED 4-9, Potosi 5-1
Potosi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NED 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
Brower and Ward. Kiser and Hall. W. Brower. L. Kiser
WESTARK 1, NED 0 [6] Game 1
Westark 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NED 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Brower and Ward. Kiser and Hall. W. Brower. L. Kiser
WESTARK 3, NED 1 [6] Game 2
Westark 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NED 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Brower and Ward. Kiser and Hall. W. Brower. L. Kiser
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THE HORSE WIND

Blowing In The Wind

BY JAMES HALE

Students may complain that there isn’t anything to do on campus. But there is, and through the efforts of Coach Bill Clingan, a strong intramural sports program has been developed. This is the first year for intramurals on a wide scale, but judging by participation and enthusiasm, the program has been a success.

Competitors this year have included football, basketball, bowling, volleyball, ping-pong and softball. Coach Clingan is already at work on setting up programs for next year, and he hopes to be able to add an intramural swim program.

As of press time, there is a volleyball tournament in progress, scheduled to run for another week and a half. There are twelve games played each night, with teams playing a three game set. Softball is scheduled to begin Monday with the brackets posted. Ping-pong was open Wed. with the tournament open to all individuals interested.

Winners of the championship teams include Terry Howard, Mark Perry, Gary Galloway, Clarence Horton and Mark Williamson.

Games were held at the local bowling alley and individual trophies were presented to the winners.

The winners of the basketball tournament were decided at a recent Golden Norse basketball game. Communists No. 1 were crowned champs after turning back Russell No. 3 by a score of 35-20. Both teams received individual trophies.

Coach Clingan is hard at work promoting the program and this column will give him assistance from time to time by mentioning when competitions will begin.

Clingan is impressed by how the competition was accepted by the students. Many schools larger than NED are not fortunate to have an intramural program as good as ours.

Round one is almost history and now all that remains to be seen is how the program is accepted next year.
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